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Copy
lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the shōgun s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword
disgraced by false accusations from the yagyū clan he is forced to take the path of the assassin along with his
three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the yagyū clan and are known as lone wolf and cub the epic
continues among the five stories in this issue cub has been captured while lone wolf lies unconscious all of cub
s captors are cruel all but the osue the lowest maid but her help may be her undoing the household waits for
the feared lone wolf to come looking for his son and when he does pick up volume two to find out what
happens plus four other great stories as this classic epic continues this volume includes the following stories red
cat the coming of the cold tragic o sue the gateless barrier winter flower an epic samurai adventure dark horse
comics is proud to present one of the authentic landmarks in graphic fiction lone wolf and cub to be published
in its entirety for the first time in america an epic samurai adventure of staggering proportions over 7000 pages
lone wolf and cub kozure okami in japan is acknowledged worldwide for the brilliant writing of series creator
kazuo koike and the groundbreaking cinematic visuals of the late goseki kojima creating unforgettable imagery
of stark beauty kinetic fury and visceral thematic power that influenced a generation of visual storytellers both
in japan and in the west don t miss this monumental monthly release twenty eight volumes with each
collection approximately 300 pages this volume includes the following stories son for hire sword for hire a
father knows his child s heart as only a child can know his father s from north to south from east to west baby
cart on the river styx suio school zanbato waiting for the rains eight gates of deceit wings to the birds fangs to
the beast the assassin s road the six paths and four lives are split asunder as itto ogami and daigoro become
separated in one of this series most powerful stories to date the lone wolf s arch enemy yagyu retsudo pursues
ogami to retrieve the secret letter stolen from him only to watch dozens of his men fall victim to the lone wolf
s hungry sword but yagyu drives father and son apart as they tumble down a cliff and must survive on their
own little daigoro must begin his honorable search for his father but with yagyu s henchmen hunting high
and low for the lone wolf and his cub the net drags closer and the danger wraps tighter but the blood flows
ever freely this volume contains the following stories the yagyu letter the tears of daigoro the fisherwoman s
love drifting shadows straw boy this volume contains five powerful classic tales of the assassin itto ogami the
lone wolf as he continues his journey to hell the yagyu clan fearful of the growing legend surrounding lone
wolf has decided to protect itself by sending its own assassin after him and later pit the greatest swordsman of a
rival clan against him also lone wolf must face the leader of a bounty hunting gang who seeks revenge against
ogami for slaying his young lord years ago and a master gunsmith who values the art of warfare above all else
and will change his life forever don t miss a single volume of the acclaimed epic series that belongs on every
bookshelf lone wolf and cub this volume contains the following stories trail markers executioner s hill black
wind decapitator asemon the guns of sakai dark horse comics is proud to present one of the authentic landmarks
in graphic fiction lone wolf and cub to be published in its entirety for the first time lone wolf and cub is an
epic samurai adventure of staggering proportions a 17th century story of a disgraced shogun s executioner
wandering the country as an assassin the legend of lone wolf and cub continues to grow in this latest chapter of
koike and kojima s epic samurai masterpiece chronicling the wanderings of japan s deadliest assassin itto ogami
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and his infant son daigoro in this volume ogami takes on the most dangerous killer of the countryside foils the
plans of a deceptive gambling troupe tricks an evil lord into exposing his weak underbelly and pits himself
against the shogun s dangerous and deadly kurokawa ninja drawing extensively from sun tzu s the art of war
and featuring the saddest puppy dog story ever published this must have volume is packed with action and
emotion this volume contains the following stories lanterns for the dead deer chaser hunger town the soldier is
the castle one stone bridge ogami itto the lone wolf and his nemesis yagyu retsudo lie dead on the field of their
titanic duel ogami s young son daigoro will not leave his father side and none dare help the child none save
togo shigetada a samurai on a desperate and deadly mission of his own dark horse comics is proud to present
one of the authentic landmarks in graphic fiction lone wolf and cub to be published in its entirety for the first
time in america an epic samurai adventure of staggering proportions over 7000 pages lone wolf and cub kozure
okami in japan is acknowledged worldwide for the brilliant writing of series creator kazuo koike and the
groundbreaking cinematic visuals of the late goseki kojima creating unforgettable imagery of stark beauty
kinetic fury and visceral thematic power that influenced a generation of visual storytellers both in japan and in
the west don t miss this monumental monthly release twenty eight volumes with each collection
approximately 300 pages this volume includes the following stories son for hire sword for hire a father knows
his child s heart as only a child can know his father s from north to south from east to west baby cart on the
river styx suio school zanbato waiting for the rains eight gates of deceit wings to the birds fangs to the beast the
assassin s road yagyu retsudo is a man on fire for years he s been planning the destruction of ogami itto the lone
wolf ogami is a one man army having cut down all of yagyu s sons except one who s been sent to avenge his
brothers or die trying meanwhile the toughest cop in edo now retired has the chance to take in the killer of a
lifetime ogami himself but is he up to the task and daigoro the wolf s cub finds himself in adventures of his
own befriending a rich family and their spoiled son and mysterious female falconers it s all in a day s work for
lone wolf and cub don t miss out on the best selling graphic novels of the year and a series that belongs on
every bookshelf this volume contains the following stories the moon in the east the sun in the west marohoshi
mamesho spoiling daigoro the hojiro yagyu the bird catchers holy hand grenades edo is flooded and by flooded
we mean crazy flooded bridges are crumbling rivers are washing past retaining walls and everything in edo is
floating away including our vengeful ronin his foe and his little boy in an ironic show of samurai respect little
cub daigoro gets saved by the conniving retsudo yagyu and proving he can lend a hand too lone wolf ogami
pulls someone to safety as well but maybe he should have let him drown eventually the two opposing master
swordsmen dry off and go head to head in a sword fight of a thousand stances and couple of days length this
seems like it could be the deciding bout between the two unless that nasty abeno kaii gets in the way and he
seems to do that a lot lately the six paths and four lives are split asunder as itto ogami and daigoro become
separated in one of this series most powerful stories to date the lone wolf s arch enemy yagyu retsudo pursues
ogami to retrieve the secret letter stolen from him only to watch dozens of his men fall victim to the lone wolf
s hungry sword but yagyu drives father and son apart as they tumble down a cliff and must survive on their
own little daigoro must begin his honorable search for his father but with yagyu s henchmen hunting high
and low for the lone wolf and his cub the net drags closer and the danger wraps tighter but the blood flows
ever freely this volume contains the following stories the yagyu letter the tears of daigoro the fisherwoman s
love drifting shadows straw boy with his ninja assassins exterminated by togo shigekata mamiya rinzo plays his
final card to stop the rogue swordsman s crusade for retribution the ruthless roshiya ushidonki warriors rinzo
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trained in russia but another foreign fighter has arrived in japan rinzo s abandoned daughter on her own quest
for vengeance kazuo koike s lone wolf and cub is an acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction and new lone
wolf and cub is the long awaited sequel to this groundbreaking manga illustrated by hideki mori and translated
by dana lewis matsudaira izu no kami masquerading as the lord of satsuma has learned there is only one sword
school in all japan that can possibly defeat togo shigekata s jigen ryu matsudaira calls out the legendary satsuma
osenshi cavalry to test these mysterious taisha ryu warrirors with their lives kazuo koike s lone wolf and cub is
an acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction and new lone wolf and cub is the long awaited sequel to this
groundbreaking manga illustrated by hideki mori and translated by dana lewis lone wolf and cub chronicles
the story of ogami ittō the shōgun s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword disgraced by false accusations
from the yagyū clan he is forced to take the path of the assassin along with his three year old son daigorō they
seek revenge on the yagyū clan and are known as lone wolf and cub lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of
ogami ittō the shōgun s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword disgraced by false accusations from the
yagyū clan he is forced to take the path of the assassin along with his three year old son daigorō they seek
revenge on the yagyū clan and are known as lone wolf and cub the epic journey of ogami itto and daigoro
continues in this stunning volume a female yakuza and her band are ordered to catch lone wolf and cub but
the authorities aren t counting on a woman s heart meanwhile the yagyu have called in japan s most deadly
bounty hunters and offer an even greater reward can the lone wolf trust anyone around him when the lure of
wealth tempts even seemingly harmless peasant folk and with daigoro feverish and near death s door can lone
wolf and cub make it through a winter gale to safety this volume contains the following stories to a tomorrow
that never comes bounty demons the will of the fang when the wolf comes life in death what exactly needs to
be said in solicitation copy for the very last volume of lone wolf and cub it s the moment you ve all been
waiting years and years to read it s the end of the long path the ronin father and son have been on since the
boy s birth through unimaginable violence and bad weather across hundreds of miles of blood soaked roadbeds
over years of tragedy and anguish to this final still epic story itto and daigoro have kept us holding on to what
little hope exists in a world where honor is all but forgotten and warriors are obsolete it s a bloody battle all the
way to the finish with dramatic twists and turns right up to the final page stay with us as we conclude the
translation of what will always be considered one of the finest examples of comic book mastery ever created
lone wolf and cub this volume contains the following stories corpse tree flute and wave the lotus throne empty
stirrups arms hooooo doggy the tension is getting so thick a dotanuki wielded by the strongest samurai would
have a hard time cutting through it just two more volumes left until one of the world s most classic pieces of
comic book literature reaches its exciting and emotional conclusion two swords remain planted in the ground
awaiting the final duel between the conniving retsudo and the vengeful itto and little daigoro guards the two
blades with his life indeed his life is threatened when a stampede of villagers escaping a burning village almost
plow him into the dirt impressed townfolk decide to stop and help him staying for a while on the same beach
for once daigoro experiences the joy of being a child playing with the other children but that peace won t last
long yaygu retsudo imprisoned in the castle of the shögun deceives his way to freedom and commands the
very last members of the yagyu ninja to kill itto but knowing swords alone won t kill him yagyu sends a
strange and fascinating weapon to the battlefield the exploding ninja this volume contains the following stories
to protect and defend for whom to die way of the warrior way of man battle s eve grass that never flowers
rain poison explosives vengeance it s a deadly combination that forms a volatile mixture of deceit betrayal and
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hate as the final showdown between lone wolf assassin ogami itto and his nemesis retsudo begins while the
torrential rains continue to pound edo the fiery retsudo and his bloodthirsty yagyu army rush along the banks
of the swelling hatcho river racing to beat a load of explosives that s traveling down the other side heading
right into the hands of the vengeful samurai ogami meanwhile the cunning poisoner abeno sees his chance to
destroy both sides as they run headlong on their collision course he s going flood all of edo forced to put their
battle aside ogami and retsudo find themselves fighting side by side to save all of edo from the floods while
ogami s little son daigoro wanders alone fighting for his life and searching for his father it s a deluge of evil and
it threatens to wash away all that stands in its path the bloody road to hell ends here the final confrontation
between the lone wolf rōnin Ōgami ittō and retsudō yagyū is finally at hand as the two ultimate swordsmen
face off in a titanic struggle for the ages to settle their scores once and for all and determine the fate of the lone
wolf s cub little daigoro created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over a million
copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction comes to
an epic conclusion in this larger format value priced omnibus edition the acclaimed classic by kazuo koike and
goseki kojima with cover by frank miller and lynn varley was an eisner and harvey award winner and sold
over one million copies of the original dark horse series kazuo koike s samurai epic is a tour de force of graphic
fiction and lone wolf and cub gallery edition features selections of the late goseki kojima s spectacular
illustration reproduced at original size on heavy stock art paper to preserve the work in detail as it exists today
as close as one can come to owning these rarest of artworks including in its entirety the final titanic clash
between ogami ittō and yagyu retsudo this deluxe volume is must for collectors and for enthusiasts of the finest
comic art ever created reproduced from high resolution scans at original size from the original art created over
forty years ago accompanied by corresponding reproductions in english lone wolf cub is an internationally
acclaimed classic of graphic fiction the mortal enemy of our ronin hero retsudo yagyu has been imprisoned in
edo castle by the shogun it seems the conniving poisoner abeno kaii has exposed the yagyu letter and yagyu s
jailer is none other than the poisoner himself determined to feed retsudo the dose that will end his life in a pit
of dishonor but yagu has spies even in edo caslte and a message is sent to his grass members of the clan hiding
in secret living as normal townspeople throughout japan it is up to them to give their lives in this final hour of
desperate need meanwhile itto ogami is living in a shack and training his little boy for the day when he must
protect the battlefield with his own little hands still two swords remain in this field of death awaiting the two
hands that will draw them from the soil and bring us closer to the end of our tale the last of the kurokuwa
ninja all but wiped out by Ōgami ittō the late lone wolf has seen through mamiya rinzo s conspiracy to control
the shogun with potent drugs but when she tries to stop the plot she finds herself being used as a pawn in
rinzo s final assault on rogue swordsman togo shigekata togo s young cub daigoro and on his own renegade
daughter kazuo koike s lone wolf and cub is an acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction and new lone wolf and
cub is the long awaited sequel to this groundbreaking manga illustrated by hideki mori and translated by dana
lewis with waves of warriors seemingly incapable of killing ronin swordmaster Ōgami ittō the shogun opts for
stealth and subterfuge to attack the lone wolf using a network of prostitute spies to corner ittō a master
poisoner waits in the shadows to accomplish what razor sharp steel could not created by kazuo koike and goseki
kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this
acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions fighting for
survival against ushikudonki ninja tōgō shigekata is unaware that a warship sails north to ensure he will never
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reach edo castle but tōgō s charge young daigoro has been trained by the swordmaster and will for the first
time demonstrate his skills in combat and draw his first blood created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone
wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed
masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions like leaves circling a
maelstrom ogami ittō and his mortal enemy yagyū retsudō are drawn inexorably by currents of vengeance
toward their final confrontation as torrential rains pound edo yagyu s forces race to find ittō before a boatload of
explosives provides the lone wolf the means to destroy the yagyu once and for all created by kazuo koike and
goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions
and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions being a
wolf means sticking with the pack everyone knows that except for erik one little wolf cub who dreams of
setting off on his own adventure all by himself but will life as a lone wolf be everything he hoped or will he
miss the rough and tumble of the pack yagyu retsudo s failure to stop Ōgami ittō has brought an ultimatum
from the shōogun kill the lone wolf or face execution but yagyu will not go forth empty handed to aid his
cause the shogun places the firewatchers his own elite bodyguards under yagyu s command created by kazuo
koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language
editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions
lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the shōgun s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword
disgraced by false accusations from the yagyū clan he is forced to take the path of the assassin along with his
three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the yagyū clan and are known as lone wolf and cub the roads
of feudal japan are rife with brigands ready to separate travelers from their purses for ogami itto and his infant
son the road is even more treacherous as agents of the shogun and the assassins of yagyu retsudo dog their
every step but each step on the bloody road brings the lone wolf and his cub ever closer to yagyu and to
vengeance lone wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and
this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions once the
loyal and respected retainer of the shogun and now a discraced exile master swordsman ogami itto travels a
path of vengeance with his young son daigoro as the authors of the honorable itto s fall the yagyu clan will stop
at nothing to bury their secret treachery and itto will stop at nothing to bury the yagyu created by kazuo
koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language
editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions
lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the shōgun s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword
disgraced by false accusations from the yagyū clan he is forced to take the path of the assassin along with his
three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the yagyū clan and are known as lone wolf and cub a samurai
epic of staggering proportions the acclaimed lone wolf and cub begins its second life at dark horse manga with
new larger editions of over 700 pages value priced the brilliant storytelling of series creator kazuo koike and
the groundbreaking cinematic visuals of goseki kojima create a graphic fiction masterpiece of beauty fury and
thematic power yagyu retsudo will stop at nothing to kill itto ogami even sending his last child and only
daughter to kill the lone wolf while keeping the vendetta quiet and if his daughter can t finish the job quietly
retsudo is prepared to take his feud public and offer a reward for itto that should have every bounty hunter
ronin and peasant out for itto s head created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over
a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction
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is now available in larger format value priced editions the 1 selling graphic novel sensation continues the lone
wolf and his cub father and son are separated by the hatred of the yagyu and the path to togetherness is lined
with blood and honor as ogami continues his search for little daigoro he must battle deadly yagyu assassins and
aspiring cocky samurai he prepares to give them a taste of his blade meanwhile daigoro visits a crazed old
woman living under a bridge and teaches her a valuable lesson in these and other stories in this volume lone
wolf and cub continue to unlock the mystery of the yagyu one step closer to the truth behind his quest for
vengeance prepare for more legendary action in a handy size that fits in your back pocket this volume contains
the following stories talisman of hades ailing star thirteen strings a poem for the grave



Lone Wolf and Cub: The moon in our hearts 2002 lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the
shōgun s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword disgraced by false accusations from the yagyū clan he is
forced to take the path of the assassin along with his three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the
yagyū clan and are known as lone wolf and cub
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 2: The Gateless Barrier 2000 the epic continues among the five stories in this issue cub
has been captured while lone wolf lies unconscious all of cub s captors are cruel all but the osue the lowest
maid but her help may be her undoing the household waits for the feared lone wolf to come looking for his
son and when he does pick up volume two to find out what happens plus four other great stories as this classic
epic continues this volume includes the following stories red cat the coming of the cold tragic o sue the gateless
barrier winter flower
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 4: The Bell Warden 2000 an epic samurai adventure
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 1: The Assassin's Road 2000 dark horse comics is proud to present one of the authentic
landmarks in graphic fiction lone wolf and cub to be published in its entirety for the first time in america an
epic samurai adventure of staggering proportions over 7000 pages lone wolf and cub kozure okami in japan is
acknowledged worldwide for the brilliant writing of series creator kazuo koike and the groundbreaking
cinematic visuals of the late goseki kojima creating unforgettable imagery of stark beauty kinetic fury and
visceral thematic power that influenced a generation of visual storytellers both in japan and in the west don t
miss this monumental monthly release twenty eight volumes with each collection approximately 300 pages
this volume includes the following stories son for hire sword for hire a father knows his child s heart as only a
child can know his father s from north to south from east to west baby cart on the river styx suio school
zanbato waiting for the rains eight gates of deceit wings to the birds fangs to the beast the assassin s road
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 10: Hostage Child 1997-06-24 the six paths and four lives are split asunder as itto
ogami and daigoro become separated in one of this series most powerful stories to date the lone wolf s arch
enemy yagyu retsudo pursues ogami to retrieve the secret letter stolen from him only to watch dozens of his
men fall victim to the lone wolf s hungry sword but yagyu drives father and son apart as they tumble down a
cliff and must survive on their own little daigoro must begin his honorable search for his father but with
yagyu s henchmen hunting high and low for the lone wolf and his cub the net drags closer and the danger
wraps tighter but the blood flows ever freely this volume contains the following stories the yagyu letter the
tears of daigoro the fisherwoman s love drifting shadows straw boy
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 5: Black Wind 1997-01-28 this volume contains five powerful classic tales of the
assassin itto ogami the lone wolf as he continues his journey to hell the yagyu clan fearful of the growing
legend surrounding lone wolf has decided to protect itself by sending its own assassin after him and later pit
the greatest swordsman of a rival clan against him also lone wolf must face the leader of a bounty hunting gang
who seeks revenge against ogami for slaying his young lord years ago and a master gunsmith who values the
art of warfare above all else and will change his life forever don t miss a single volume of the acclaimed epic
series that belongs on every bookshelf lone wolf and cub this volume contains the following stories trail
markers executioner s hill black wind decapitator asemon the guns of sakai
Lone Wolf and Cub: In these small hands 2000 dark horse comics is proud to present one of the authentic
landmarks in graphic fiction lone wolf and cub to be published in its entirety for the first time lone wolf and
cub is an epic samurai adventure of staggering proportions a 17th century story of a disgraced shogun s



executioner wandering the country as an assassin
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 6: Lanterns for the Dead 1997-02-25 the legend of lone wolf and cub continues to
grow in this latest chapter of koike and kojima s epic samurai masterpiece chronicling the wanderings of japan
s deadliest assassin itto ogami and his infant son daigoro in this volume ogami takes on the most dangerous
killer of the countryside foils the plans of a deceptive gambling troupe tricks an evil lord into exposing his
weak underbelly and pits himself against the shogun s dangerous and deadly kurokawa ninja drawing
extensively from sun tzu s the art of war and featuring the saddest puppy dog story ever published this must
have volume is packed with action and emotion this volume contains the following stories lanterns for the
dead deer chaser hunger town the soldier is the castle one stone bridge
New Lone Wolf & Cub 2016-12-27 ogami itto the lone wolf and his nemesis yagyu retsudo lie dead on the
field of their titanic duel ogami s young son daigoro will not leave his father side and none dare help the child
none save togo shigetada a samurai on a desperate and deadly mission of his own
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 1: The Assassin's Road 2000-09-12 dark horse comics is proud to present one of the
authentic landmarks in graphic fiction lone wolf and cub to be published in its entirety for the first time in
america an epic samurai adventure of staggering proportions over 7000 pages lone wolf and cub kozure okami
in japan is acknowledged worldwide for the brilliant writing of series creator kazuo koike and the
groundbreaking cinematic visuals of the late goseki kojima creating unforgettable imagery of stark beauty
kinetic fury and visceral thematic power that influenced a generation of visual storytellers both in japan and in
the west don t miss this monumental monthly release twenty eight volumes with each collection
approximately 300 pages this volume includes the following stories son for hire sword for hire a father knows
his child s heart as only a child can know his father s from north to south from east to west baby cart on the
river styx suio school zanbato waiting for the rains eight gates of deceit wings to the birds fangs to the beast the
assassin s road
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 13: The Moon in the East, The Sun in the West 2001-10-09 yagyu retsudo is a
man on fire for years he s been planning the destruction of ogami itto the lone wolf ogami is a one man army
having cut down all of yagyu s sons except one who s been sent to avenge his brothers or die trying
meanwhile the toughest cop in edo now retired has the chance to take in the killer of a lifetime ogami himself
but is he up to the task and daigoro the wolf s cub finds himself in adventures of his own befriending a rich
family and their spoiled son and mysterious female falconers it s all in a day s work for lone wolf and cub don t
miss out on the best selling graphic novels of the year and a series that belongs on every bookshelf this volume
contains the following stories the moon in the east the sun in the west marohoshi mamesho spoiling daigoro
the hojiro yagyu the bird catchers
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 23: Tears of Ice 2002-07-30 holy hand grenades edo is flooded and by flooded we
mean crazy flooded bridges are crumbling rivers are washing past retaining walls and everything in edo is
floating away including our vengeful ronin his foe and his little boy in an ironic show of samurai respect little
cub daigoro gets saved by the conniving retsudo yagyu and proving he can lend a hand too lone wolf ogami
pulls someone to safety as well but maybe he should have let him drown eventually the two opposing master
swordsmen dry off and go head to head in a sword fight of a thousand stances and couple of days length this
seems like it could be the deciding bout between the two unless that nasty abeno kaii gets in the way and he
seems to do that a lot lately



Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 10: Hostage Child 2001 the six paths and four lives are split asunder as itto ogami and
daigoro become separated in one of this series most powerful stories to date the lone wolf s arch enemy yagyu
retsudo pursues ogami to retrieve the secret letter stolen from him only to watch dozens of his men fall victim
to the lone wolf s hungry sword but yagyu drives father and son apart as they tumble down a cliff and must
survive on their own little daigoro must begin his honorable search for his father but with yagyu s henchmen
hunting high and low for the lone wolf and his cub the net drags closer and the danger wraps tighter but the
blood flows ever freely this volume contains the following stories the yagyu letter the tears of daigoro the
fisherwoman s love drifting shadows straw boy
New Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 7 2015-12-22 with his ninja assassins exterminated by togo shigekata
mamiya rinzo plays his final card to stop the rogue swordsman s crusade for retribution the ruthless roshiya
ushidonki warriors rinzo trained in russia but another foreign fighter has arrived in japan rinzo s abandoned
daughter on her own quest for vengeance kazuo koike s lone wolf and cub is an acclaimed masterpiece of
graphic fiction and new lone wolf and cub is the long awaited sequel to this groundbreaking manga illustrated
by hideki mori and translated by dana lewis
New Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 9 2016-06-21 matsudaira izu no kami masquerading as the lord of satsuma
has learned there is only one sword school in all japan that can possibly defeat togo shigekata s jigen ryu
matsudaira calls out the legendary satsuma osenshi cavalry to test these mysterious taisha ryu warrirors with
their lives kazuo koike s lone wolf and cub is an acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction and new lone wolf
and cub is the long awaited sequel to this groundbreaking manga illustrated by hideki mori and translated by
dana lewis
Lone Wolf and Cub: Gateway into winter 2001 lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the shōgun
s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword disgraced by false accusations from the yagyū clan he is forced
to take the path of the assassin along with his three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the yagyū clan
and are known as lone wolf and cub
Lone Wolf and Cub: Brothers of the grass 2001 lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the shōgun
s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword disgraced by false accusations from the yagyū clan he is forced
to take the path of the assassin along with his three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the yagyū clan
and are known as lone wolf and cub
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 17: The Will of the Fang 2002-02-12 the epic journey of ogami itto and daigoro
continues in this stunning volume a female yakuza and her band are ordered to catch lone wolf and cub but
the authorities aren t counting on a woman s heart meanwhile the yagyu have called in japan s most deadly
bounty hunters and offer an even greater reward can the lone wolf trust anyone around him when the lure of
wealth tempts even seemingly harmless peasant folk and with daigoro feverish and near death s door can lone
wolf and cub make it through a winter gale to safety this volume contains the following stories to a tomorrow
that never comes bounty demons the will of the fang when the wolf comes life in death
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 28: The Lotus Throne 2002-12-24 what exactly needs to be said in solicitation copy
for the very last volume of lone wolf and cub it s the moment you ve all been waiting years and years to read
it s the end of the long path the ronin father and son have been on since the boy s birth through unimaginable
violence and bad weather across hundreds of miles of blood soaked roadbeds over years of tragedy and anguish
to this final still epic story itto and daigoro have kept us holding on to what little hope exists in a world where



honor is all but forgotten and warriors are obsolete it s a bloody battle all the way to the finish with dramatic
twists and turns right up to the final page stay with us as we conclude the translation of what will always be
considered one of the finest examples of comic book mastery ever created lone wolf and cub this volume
contains the following stories corpse tree flute and wave the lotus throne empty stirrups arms
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 27: Battle's Eve 2002-11-26 hooooo doggy the tension is getting so thick a dotanuki
wielded by the strongest samurai would have a hard time cutting through it just two more volumes left until
one of the world s most classic pieces of comic book literature reaches its exciting and emotional conclusion two
swords remain planted in the ground awaiting the final duel between the conniving retsudo and the vengeful
itto and little daigoro guards the two blades with his life indeed his life is threatened when a stampede of
villagers escaping a burning village almost plow him into the dirt impressed townfolk decide to stop and help
him staying for a while on the same beach for once daigoro experiences the joy of being a child playing with
the other children but that peace won t last long yaygu retsudo imprisoned in the castle of the shögun deceives
his way to freedom and commands the very last members of the yagyu ninja to kill itto but knowing swords
alone won t kill him yagyu sends a strange and fascinating weapon to the battlefield the exploding ninja this
volume contains the following stories to protect and defend for whom to die way of the warrior way of man
battle s eve grass that never flowers
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 22: Heaven and Earth 2002-06-25 rain poison explosives vengeance it s a deadly
combination that forms a volatile mixture of deceit betrayal and hate as the final showdown between lone wolf
assassin ogami itto and his nemesis retsudo begins while the torrential rains continue to pound edo the fiery
retsudo and his bloodthirsty yagyu army rush along the banks of the swelling hatcho river racing to beat a load
of explosives that s traveling down the other side heading right into the hands of the vengeful samurai ogami
meanwhile the cunning poisoner abeno sees his chance to destroy both sides as they run headlong on their
collision course he s going flood all of edo forced to put their battle aside ogami and retsudo find themselves
fighting side by side to save all of edo from the floods while ogami s little son daigoro wanders alone fighting
for his life and searching for his father it s a deluge of evil and it threatens to wash away all that stands in its
path
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 12 2016-04-26 the bloody road to hell ends here the final confrontation
between the lone wolf rōnin Ōgami ittō and retsudō yagyū is finally at hand as the two ultimate swordsmen
face off in a titanic struggle for the ages to settle their scores once and for all and determine the fate of the lone
wolf s cub little daigoro created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over a million
copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction comes to
an epic conclusion in this larger format value priced omnibus edition the acclaimed classic by kazuo koike and
goseki kojima with cover by frank miller and lynn varley was an eisner and harvey award winner and sold
over one million copies of the original dark horse series
Lone Wolf and Cub Gallery Edition 2018-07-17 kazuo koike s samurai epic is a tour de force of graphic fiction
and lone wolf and cub gallery edition features selections of the late goseki kojima s spectacular illustration
reproduced at original size on heavy stock art paper to preserve the work in detail as it exists today as close as
one can come to owning these rarest of artworks including in its entirety the final titanic clash between ogami
ittō and yagyu retsudo this deluxe volume is must for collectors and for enthusiasts of the finest comic art ever
created reproduced from high resolution scans at original size from the original art created over forty years ago



accompanied by corresponding reproductions in english lone wolf cub is an internationally acclaimed classic of
graphic fiction
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 25: Perhaps in Death 2002-09-24 the mortal enemy of our ronin hero retsudo
yagyu has been imprisoned in edo castle by the shogun it seems the conniving poisoner abeno kaii has exposed
the yagyu letter and yagyu s jailer is none other than the poisoner himself determined to feed retsudo the dose
that will end his life in a pit of dishonor but yagu has spies even in edo caslte and a message is sent to his grass
members of the clan hiding in secret living as normal townspeople throughout japan it is up to them to give
their lives in this final hour of desperate need meanwhile itto ogami is living in a shack and training his little
boy for the day when he must protect the battlefield with his own little hands still two swords remain in this
field of death awaiting the two hands that will draw them from the soil and bring us closer to the end of our
tale
New Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 8 2016-03-22 the last of the kurokuwa ninja all but wiped out by Ōgami ittō
the late lone wolf has seen through mamiya rinzo s conspiracy to control the shogun with potent drugs but
when she tries to stop the plot she finds herself being used as a pawn in rinzo s final assault on rogue
swordsman togo shigekata togo s young cub daigoro and on his own renegade daughter kazuo koike s lone wolf
and cub is an acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction and new lone wolf and cub is the long awaited sequel to
this groundbreaking manga illustrated by hideki mori and translated by dana lewis
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 9 2015-07-21 with waves of warriors seemingly incapable of killing
ronin swordmaster Ōgami ittō the shogun opts for stealth and subterfuge to attack the lone wolf using a
network of prostitute spies to corner ittō a master poisoner waits in the shadows to accomplish what razor sharp
steel could not created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its
first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in
larger format value priced editions
New Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 6 2015-09-29 fighting for survival against ushikudonki ninja tōgō shigekata
is unaware that a warship sails north to ensure he will never reach edo castle but tōgō s charge young daigoro
has been trained by the swordmaster and will for the first time demonstrate his skills in combat and draw his
first blood created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its first
dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger
format value priced editions
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 10 2015-10-27 like leaves circling a maelstrom ogami ittō and his mortal
enemy yagyū retsudō are drawn inexorably by currents of vengeance toward their final confrontation as
torrential rains pound edo yagyu s forces race to find ittō before a boatload of explosives provides the lone wolf
the means to destroy the yagyu once and for all created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub
has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of
graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions
Erik the Lone Wolf 2018-02-01 being a wolf means sticking with the pack everyone knows that except for
erik one little wolf cub who dreams of setting off on his own adventure all by himself but will life as a lone
wolf be everything he hoped or will he miss the rough and tumble of the pack
���� 1972 yagyu retsudo s failure to stop Ōgami ittō has brought an ultimatum from the shōogun kill the
lone wolf or face execution but yagyu will not go forth empty handed to aid his cause the shogun places the



firewatchers his own elite bodyguards under yagyu s command created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone
wolf and cub has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed
masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 8 2015-04-21 lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the
shōgun s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword disgraced by false accusations from the yagyū clan he is
forced to take the path of the assassin along with his three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the
yagyū clan and are known as lone wolf and cub
Lone Wolf and Cub: Twilight of the kurokuwa 2002 the roads of feudal japan are rife with brigands ready to
separate travelers from their purses for ogami itto and his infant son the road is even more treacherous as
agents of the shogun and the assassins of yagyu retsudo dog their every step but each step on the bloody road
brings the lone wolf and his cub ever closer to yagyu and to vengeance lone wolf and cub has sold over a
million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction
is now available in larger format value priced editions
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 3 2013-11-26 once the loyal and respected retainer of the shogun and
now a discraced exile master swordsman ogami itto travels a path of vengeance with his young son daigoro as
the authors of the honorable itto s fall the yagyu clan will stop at nothing to bury their secret treachery and
itto will stop at nothing to bury the yagyu created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone wolf and cub has
sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed masterpiece of
graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions
Lone Wolf & Cub 2003 lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the shōgun s executioner who uses
a dōtanuki battle sword disgraced by false accusations from the yagyū clan he is forced to take the path of the
assassin along with his three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the yagyū clan and are known as lone
wolf and cub
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 4 2014-05-20 a samurai epic of staggering proportions the acclaimed lone
wolf and cub begins its second life at dark horse manga with new larger editions of over 700 pages value
priced the brilliant storytelling of series creator kazuo koike and the groundbreaking cinematic visuals of
goseki kojima create a graphic fiction masterpiece of beauty fury and thematic power
Lone Wolf and Cub: A taste of poison 2002 yagyu retsudo will stop at nothing to kill itto ogami even sending
his last child and only daughter to kill the lone wolf while keeping the vendetta quiet and if his daughter can
t finish the job quietly retsudo is prepared to take his feud public and offer a reward for itto that should have
every bounty hunter ronin and peasant out for itto s head created by kazuo koike and goseki kojima lone wolf
and cub has sold over a million copies of its first dark horse english language editions and this acclaimed
masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger format value priced editions
Lone Wolf & Cub 1990-12-01 the 1 selling graphic novel sensation continues the lone wolf and his cub father
and son are separated by the hatred of the yagyu and the path to togetherness is lined with blood and honor as
ogami continues his search for little daigoro he must battle deadly yagyu assassins and aspiring cocky samurai
he prepares to give them a taste of his blade meanwhile daigoro visits a crazed old woman living under a
bridge and teaches her a valuable lesson in these and other stories in this volume lone wolf and cub continue to
unlock the mystery of the yagyu one step closer to the truth behind his quest for vengeance prepare for more
legendary action in a handy size that fits in your back pocket this volume contains the following stories



talisman of hades ailing star thirteen strings a poem for the grave
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 1 2013-06-04
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 7 2015-01-20
Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 11: Talisman of Hades 2001-08-07
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